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Welcome
The Forrester Wave™: Cloud Workload Security, Q419 Report is an independent evaluation published by leading global
research and advisory firm Forrester that provides an excellent overview of the security challenges posed by the transition to
cloud-based environments—and discusses the cloud workload security solutions best poised to address them.

Containerization

The report outlines the need for comprehensive solutions, designed to address the quickly shifting needs of cloud-based
environments, and presents a clear picture of the most significant providers in the space. Using a 30-criterion evaluation,
Forrester analyzed, assessed, and scored thirteen cloud workload security (CWS) providers—all focused on the protection of
cloud-based data, infrastructure, and applications (including cloud-hosted servers, containers, IaaS services, and serverless
compute models).

Download the complete Forrester Wave Report

Scalability

In this eBook, we’ll offer a detailed exploration of four criteria that we think are critical to cloud workload security. By reading
this eBook, you’ll gain an understanding of these areas of importance, and you’ll see why we think Forrester ranked Fidelis
CloudPassage Halo® 5 out of 5 in each.

Centralized
Agent Framework

The four criteria we’ll cover in this
eBook include
1. API-Level connectivity and API Control for
IaaS and PaaS
2. Containerization and Container Orchestration
Platform Protection
3. Scalability of Protected Cloud Instances and
Protected Containers
4. Centralized Agent Framework Plans

How to use the Cloud Workload
Security Report
While you don’t have to read the full report to gain
value from this eBook, you can achieve deeper
learning by reviewing the scoring models in the report
closely to ensure they align with your own priorities
and needs. Nobody knows your environment like you
do. You can also use the discussions in this eBook,
with or without reading the full report, for an in-depth
look into each of the criteria we feel are most relevant
to those seeking a comprehensive, unified cloud
security solution to handle the growing needs of
today’s distributed environment.

Copyright © 2021 Fidelis Cybersecurity®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Securing Workloads in the Cloud
Cloud Workload Security requires tools and practices that are designed for the cloud. While the Forrester report evaluated
cloud workload security providers based on several criteria, we believe that the following four are critical to cloud
workload security:

Containerization and
Container Orchestration
Platform Protection
The use of containerized infrastructure requires
more than just the hardening of the containers
themselves. Hardening of the hosting and
orchestration layer is critical—as is increased
visibility into containerized stacks and lifecycles.

Scalability

Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure,
and Google Cloud Platform (GCP) enable high
rates of change and scalability, but you can’t
secure them with traditional tools. Secure APIlevel connectivity and control require built-in
configurations for security assurance, best
practice, evaluation, monitoring, and compliance.

Containerization

API-level Connectivity and
API Control for IaaS and PaaS

Centralized
Agent Framework

Scalability of Protected Cloud Instances and Protected Containers
As the industry standardizes on instantly deployable and highly scalable infrastructure-as-code environments,
scalability becomes a key requirement for security tooling. Rapid and dramatic increases in load often occur as
customer environments burst or scale and security platforms need to adjust instantaneously, with zero operational
overhead for the customer, to secure new assets. Transparent and effortless security deployment and scalability
are critical for a robust cloud workload security solution.

Centralized Agent Framework Plans
Cloud environments are full of diverse assets that require appropriate agents and sensors to properly secure. A
robust, unified framework is required to deploy, track, and coordinate these various agents and sensors. It must be
able to rapidly deploy at an arbitrary scale, on a variety of systems, across scattered locations, all while maintaining
secure, consistent, and reliable communication. Centralized agent frameworks must encompass all those attributes,
and must also have the ability to self-verify, heal, and automatically update to provide comprehensive, adaptable,
and scalable security coverage.

Fidelis Halo was ranked by Forrester as a Strong Performer in Cloud Workload Security, receiving a score of five (5) out of
five (5) in seven different criteria. And, we were the only provider evaluated to receive the highest scores possible in all of the
four criteria outlined above.

Copyright © 2021 Fidelis Cybersecurity®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Fidelis Halo: A Strong Performer in Cloud Workload Security
Designed from the ground up to address the unique challenges of the cloud computing environment, Fidelis Halo provides
a unified, battle-tested platform. This is one of the reasons we believe that Forrester says this about Fidelis in the report:

Containerization

“We recommend the solution to those clients that need a single
vendor for agent-based and agentless protections for guest OSes,
AWS and Azure compute, and containers.”

Scalability

When we launched in 2010, our ground-breaking innovations received the first-ever patents granted in the cloud security
domain. Today, we safeguard cloud infrastructure for some of the world’s most recognized brands. We’ve achieved this
success by focusing on the areas of control we identified as critical to every complete cloud security solution.
In its report, Forrester advises customers to seek out
cloud security solution providers which:

Centralized
Agent Framework

“Offer solutions for guest operating system
native protection”
“Provide templatized API-level configuration
management to IaaS and PaaS platforms”
“Secure container runtimes and orchestration
platforms natively”
We believe these critical factors align with the strategic
components of Fidelis Halo—and we believe that the
report validates our efforts to provide a comprehensive,
unified cloud security platform.

Our takeaway: A comprehensive
solution is critical
We’re pleased to have been included in Forrester
Wave: Cloud Workload Security, Q4 2019 Report,
which we think is an important reference for
enterprises seeking to adopt a cloud workload
security platform. We encourage you to leverage
the insights in this eBook to evaluate Fidelis Halo
as an industry-leading option for securing your
cloud environments.

Copyright © 2021 Fidelis Cybersecurity®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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API-level Connectivity and API Control for IaaS and PaaS
The “Forrester Wave: Cloud Workload Security, Q4 2019” report published by leading global research and advisory
firm Forrester, Inc. provides an excellent overview of the security challenges posed by the transition to cloud-based
environments and discusses the cloud workload security solutions best poised to address them. One important criterion is
API-level Connectivity and Control for IaaS and PaaS.

Containerization

Application infrastructure has always been complex. The big bang of cloud computing created an ever-expanding universe
of new infrastructure services and resources available on-demand from IaaS and PaaS platforms like Amazon Web
Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google Compute Platform. When combined, this universe of resources represents a mindnumbing set of potential permutations. Cloud computing and DevOps also drive the speed and volume of changes to levels
almost guaranteed to overwhelm traditional security approaches and technologies.

Scalability

Achieving security visibility and control in these new environments are key needs discussed in the Forrester Wave and
other research. Fulfilling these needs typically involves automation that leverages the cloud provider’s APIs to discover,
assess, and monitor services and resources in IaaS environments. Forrester refers to this overall capability as “API-level
connectivity and control for IaaS and PaaS”.
The Fidelis Halo platform is purpose-built for the cloud, providing automated security and compliance management across
public and hybrid cloud environments. In The Forrester Wave: Cloud Workload Security, Q1 2019 report, Fidelis Halo
received the highest possible score (5 out of 5) in the API-level connectivity and control for IaaS and PaaS criterion. This
blog explores this criterion.

Centralized
Agent Framework

About API-level Connectivity and Control for IaaS and PaaS
In the Key Takeaways section of “The Forrester Wave: Cloud Workload Security, Q4 2019”, Forrester states
the following:

“As on-premises security suites technology becomes outdated and less effective to provide
comprehensive support for cloud workloads, improved broad coverage support for guest/host OS;
API-level connectivity to the infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) and platform-as-a-service (PaaS)
platform; and container orchestration and runtime platforms will dictate which providers lead the pack.”

If API-level connectivity and control will be a defining trait of cloud security leaders, the implication seems clear—this capability
is important to customers. The Forrester report states that cloud workload security customers should seek vendors that:

“Provide templatized API-level configuration management to IaaS and PaaS platforms. You can’t
control Amazon Web Services (AWS), Azure, or Google Cloud Platform (GCP) using old school,
onpremises CMDB tools. Instead, you want tight control over instance and storage creation and
network connectivity. Best practices, vulnerability, and compliance templates (CIS, CVE, or HIPAA)
built into and consistently updated by vendors for managing configurations are key differentiators in
this area.”

Clearly this capability is important. But what exactly is “API-level connectivity and control”, why is it important, and what can it do?

Copyright © 2021 Fidelis Cybersecurity®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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What Is API-level Connectivity and Control for IaaS and PaaS?

This basic functionality must be able to handle the dynamic,
diverse and distributed nature of cloud infrastructure.
Just a few of the additional capabilities needed include
customizable policy and rule templates, data
normalization across IaaS/PaaS providers, easy
integration with cloud provider environments,
and scalability.

Cloud security posture management (CSPM)

•

Cloud workload security assessment and monitoring

•

Continuous cloud compliance monitoring

•

Cloud infrastructure security

•

IaaS security

Regardless of the name, the concept is deceptively simple:

•

Connect to a cloud provider API

•

Retrieve data points relevant to security and compliance

•

Evaluate that data against standards

But as always, the devil is in the details. Scalability issues,
impact on API limits, cross-cloud portability, multi-cloud
data normalization, and correlation with other security and
compliance data are all problems that a successful solution
must handle. Later in this blog, we’ll cover how Fidelis Halo’s
implementation tamed these issues well enough to achieve a
5 out of 5 score.
For now, let’s consider why these capabilities are important
and what you can do with them.

Why API-level connectivity and control for
IaaS and PaaS is important
Application programming interfaces (APIs) have been a
critical part of application stacks for decades, most often
related to the software itself. Cloud computing has made APIs
central to the successful adoption of DevOps, continuous
delivery, and infrastructure automation. Infrastructure today is
really just more code, quickly and easily iterated across huge
numbers of resources.
This trend in cloud infrastructure makes API-level connectivity
and control important capabilities for security and compliance.
Here are some of the most important reasons why.

Copyright © 2021 Fidelis Cybersecurity®, Inc. All rights reserved.

Even the most meticulously hardened cloud environment
will end up exposed by errors and oversights on the part of
humans or weak automation tools. This is in large part related
to the large number of configuration settings, access vectors,
and access control structures that have to be constantly
monitored. In fact, 99 percent of cloud security failures will
be the customer’s fault through 2025, according to recent
research from Gartner1.
Without the right automation, the risk of making a mistake
is amplified. This leaves us with a top reason that API-level
connectivity and control for IaaS and PaaS is important: to
extend the speed, scale, and consistency benefits of APIbased automation to security and compliance.

Centralized
Agent Framework

•

API-driven speed and agility results in a massive increase
in change velocity. Every change introduces the potential for
harm, and those risks must be managed as changes occur.
Without a way to keep up with the velocity of API-driven
infrastructure, security and compliance practitioners are
quickly overwhelmed and something will get missed.

Scalability

Many industry terms are synonymous with “API-level
connectivity and control for IaaS and PaaS”. A few of
these include:

APIs help keep up cloud speed and scale

Containerization

API-level connectivity and control uses cloud provider APIs
to automatically discover, inventory, assess, monitor, and
control IaaS and PaaS environments. The scope of these
features typically includes infrastructure resources
and services in the IaaS/PaaS account, as well as the
account itself.

APIs help security align with DevOps to
achieve DevSecOps
DevOps is the new norm in how applications are developed,
deployed, and operated. Smart security leaders are seeking
ways to harmonize security with DevOps methods and
processes in order to create similar scale and leverage.
API-based automation is a critical pillar at the center of any
true DevOps shop. Workflows in a DevOps shop are driven
by automation tools wired together with APIs, right down to
the way that engineers communicate with one another. When
a task is expected to be repeated, it’s automated on-the-spot.
Changes are deployed when ready, typically without human
intervention or review. These concepts are often foreign to
security and compliance practitioners and may even seem to
run counter to risk control objectives.
Collaboration with DevOps teams requires that security and
compliance teams embrace the DevOps methodologies,
which in no small part means becoming API-driven. This is
important to learning how to engage DevOps on their terms,
achieving the speed and consistency benefits of DevOpsstyle automation, and even to ensure common situational
awareness—if both teams leverage the same APIs,
consistent awareness will be built-in.
Historically, security vendors have been remiss in providing
users with rich APIs, making API-driven operations somewhat
foreign to security teams. The emergence of purpose-built
cloud security solutions are changing that scene by exposing
API-driven capabilities to users. This is the very essence of
API-level connectivity and control capabilities.

www.fidelissecurity.com
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•

Easily hacked administrative credentials

•

Exposed data assets

•

Weak network access controls

•

Unconstrained blast radius

•

Poor event logging

The Gartner research¹ mentioned above confirms our own
experience—issues like these can be prevented. API-level
connectivity and control for IaaS and PaaS is one of the keys
to that prevention. That makes these capabilities an important
part of your cloud security arsenal.

Use Cases for API-level Connectivity and
Control for IaaS and PaaS
The simple ability to connect to an API and analyze the data
found there is a far cry from automating a specific operational
task at scale, across the environment. In our experience
working with hundreds of companies on cloud security, the
most critical question to ask may be “What can I do with it?”
These capabilities can address many use cases, too many to
list. The most common use cases in which control objectives
are achieved with API-level connectivity and control include:
Continuous Asset Awareness – API-based discovery and
inventory of IaaS services and resources—you can’t do any
of the things below if you don’t know the assets exist.
Point-In-Time Security Assessment – assessment of public
cloud account security, including the IaaS account itself and
the security of the services and assets inside the account.

Copyright © 2021 Fidelis Cybersecurity®, Inc. All rights reserved.

Detect Indicators of Threat & Compromise – attackers
will use cloud technology to their advantage, leaving cloud
versions of rootkits and other malicious artifacts as part of
attacks. With the right API-based automation, indicators
of these situations can be quickly detected to accelerate
prevention, isolation, containment, investigation and clean-up.
Automated Issue Remediation – leveraging cloud provider
APIs to implement automatic remediation for exposures and
compliance flaws is extremely valuable but often overlooked.
Capturing metadata from provider APIs enables system owners
to automate the process of zeroing in on and remediating
problems, creating fully automated remediation capabilities.
Fundamental information security control objectives are still
requirements in cloud environments. What’s new is how
these objectives can be achieved consistently, at scale,
across distributed environments. Well-implemented API-level
connectivity and control for IaaS and PaaS environments is
capable of solving these new challenges through efficient,
effective, and consistent automation.

Centralized
Agent Framework

In a recently released white paper, Fidelis shared the nastiest
mistakes we’ve seen expose IaaS & PaaS environments2. In
summary, those exposures include:

Compliance Auditing & Monitoring – point-in-time evaluation
of compliance posture against a range of standards (a.k.a. preauditing) or continuous compliance monitoring to surface issues
as they arise instead of cleaning up right before an audit.

Scalability

But such power doesn’t come without risk. Cloud resources
are often cloned in-place, which means every exposure is
cloned with them. Automation scripts are not always QA’ed or
inspected, especially in the heat of an outage situation. One
vulnerable image or poorly written update script can become
Typhoid Mary, spreading deadly problems throughout the
environment very quickly. In other words, the creation of new
attackable surface areas and exposures without warning
should be completely expected.

Continuous Security Monitoring – ongoing IaaS environment
monitoring to detect and evaluate how changes and events
impact security and compliance posture.

Containerization

Unlike traditional data centers, cloud infrastructure
environments are designed to be in a constant state of
change. Compute, storage, networking, and other IaaS
resources continuously added, removed, and modified by
automated tools. Resources can be copied or made into
templates used to scale infrastructure in autoscaling events,
or just to address general growth. These capabilities
are powerful.

API-level
Connectivity

APIs support continuous monitoring
to prevent the worst

EBOOK

Why We Believe Fidelis Halo Achieved
5 of 5 for API-level Connectivity and Control
for IaaS and PaaS
Fidelis’s solution is the Fidelis Halo cloud security platform.
Halo was purpose-built in 2010 to automate security and
compliance management for servers across public and hybrid
cloud environments. Since that time, the platform’s evolution
kept customers ahead of the security needs of new cloud
technologies. Fidelis Halo now addresses security for serverbased, containerized, and cloud infrastructure environments
including public, hybrid, and multi-cloud deployments.
Fidelis Halo received the highest score possible (5 out of 5)
for seven criteria in The Forrester Wave: Cloud Workload
Security report, including API-level connectivity and control
for IaaS and PaaS. Fidelis Halo’s public cloud infrastructure
security capabilities are included in Fidelis Halo Cloud
Secure™, one of the three major modules of the Fidelis Halo
platform. The capabilities of Fidelis Halo Cloud Secure are our
implementation of API-level connectivity and control
for IaaS and PaaS.
Here’s how we built Fidelis Halo to achieve, in our opinion,
a level of capability worthy of this independent recognition.

www.fidelissecurity.com
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Scalability – the scale of cloud infrastructure typically
changes both on a short-term basis (cloudbursting or
autoscaling events) and in the long term (organic application
growth, new applications, data center migration). API-level
connectivity and control capabilities must be able to quickly
and automatically adapt to changes in infrastructure scale,
in terms of both functional capacity and licensing.
Automation – changes are programmatically automated in
cloud and DevOps environments. If security and compliance
functions are not equally automated, it will be easily outpaced
by the infrastructure’s rate of change. Automation is needed
to ensure that security instrumentation is part of the build and
not something to be added later. Automation also ensures
consistency and eliminates errors, both critical needs in
highly dynamic and diverse cloud environments.
Operational Integration – as previously discussed,
aligning security and DevOps is an important success
factor that delivers mutual benefit and a stronger overall
security posture. This requires that security functionality
and intelligence is automatically delivered to system owner
workflow tools (e.g. Jira, Slack, Jenkins). These needs
are complex, especially in larger environments, making
comprehensive REST APIs, data routing, and other
operational integrations critical.

Copyright © 2021 Fidelis Cybersecurity®, Inc. All rights reserved.

Here are just a few of the design decisions and features
that enable Fidelis Halo’s unification, portability, scalability,
automation and operational integration for API-level connectivity
and control:

•

Use of existing cloud service provider API access constructs
for easy, low-friction configuration, including delegated
access to enable cross-account security management

•

Customizable out-of-the-box policy templates supporting
common security and compliance standards such as PCI
DSS, CIS Benchmarks, HIPAA, and SOC 2 / SysTrust criteria

•

Deep inspection and collection of all cloud resource metadata
including raw resourceinspection output, user-defined
resource tags, and platform metadata such as region,
creation details, etc.

•

Fast, scalable, fully automated security analytics capabilities
that include tracking of initial issue appearance, automated
detection of remediation, and issue regressions

•

Normalized data model that presents disparate IaaS details
in a common structure and format

•

Detailed remediation advice for issues identified,
presentation of raw assessment data for automation and
inspection purposes, and instructions to manually verify
findings if needed

•

Bidirectional REST APIs and direct integration with queueing
services like AWS SQS to enable operational automation and
direct integration with other security and DevOps tools

•

Operational features and integration tools to automate
deployment, configuration, issue routing, email alerting, and
bidirectional interaction with operational tools such as Jira
and Slack

•

RBAC and data access features to ensure system owners
only interact with authorized systems

Centralized
Agent Framework

Portability across cloud providers – the majority of
successful digital enterprises use multiple IaaS and PaaS
providers for availability, cost management, and prevention
of vendor lockin. Even within a single cloud provider, not all
regions operate identically; federal and some international
service regions are good examples. This makes portability
of API-based capabilities within and across cloud providers
critical. API compatibility, data normalization, and common
policy management are just a few of the portability issues that
are important to a successful deployment.

From its inception, the innovations built into the Fidelis Halo
cloud security platform were designed to address the critical
needs discussed above. These innovations were recognized
by ten patents granted between 2013 and 2019 that cover
various aspects of the Fidelis Halo technology.

Scalability

Unified capabilities for IaaS, PaaS, servers,
and containers – IaaS and PaaS services don’t exist in
isolation. Modern application architectures now combine IaaS
and PaaS services with server-based and containerization
technology (some of which is delivered by the provider
themselves).Looking at components in isolation limits context
and slows analysis of the overall application environment.
This makes unification of data and management across
various types of cloud infrastructure a critical requirement.

How Fidelis Halo Implements API-level
Connectivity and Control

Containerization

In 2010 only the earliest adopters of public cloud
technologies realized just how different these environments
really are. Then and now, Fidelis Halo has secured some of
the largest and most sophisticated public cloud enterprises in
the world. These experiences gave us a deep understanding
of the key requirements for successful cloud security,
including API-level connectivity and control for IaaS and
PaaS. While other requirements certainly exist, some of the
most critical include:

API-level
Connectivity

Key requirements

EBOOK

The list of capabilities above only addresses Fidelis Halo Cloud
Secure, the Fidelis Halo platform module that implements APIlevel connectivity and control.
An exhaustive explanation of every innovation is outside the
scope of this article. However, Fidelis Halo’s innovations cover a
much broader range of cloud-related issues including
assumed-hostile running environments, multitenancy, asset
cloning, ephemeral workloads, agent security, and more.

End Notes
1

Gartner, Is the Cloud Secure, 10 Oct 2019

2

Fidelis CloudPassage, The Five Nastiest Mistakes Exposing Public
Cloud Infrastructure, 28 Sept 2021
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Containerization and Container Orchestration Platform Protection
Let’s explore the criterion “containerization and container orchestration platform protection.” Public cloud computing caused
a seismic shift in how application infrastructure was provisioned and managed. Soon after, another seismic shift opened up
even more disruptive possibilities—workload containerization.

Containerization

Today, containerized environments continue to evolve towards even greater levels of speed, flexibility, and dynamic
operation. The challenge is they can be incredibly complex, especially in advanced use cases.
Solutions that provide container security must be able to address the broad set of tools typically in use, automation of
change management, integration directly into continuous delivery pipelines, and scaling to handle hundreds of thousands
to millions of container images and instances. The implementation of containerization and container orchestration platform
protection is critical to cloud workload security.

About Containerization and Container Orchestration Platform Protection
Scalability

In the key takeaways section of “The Forrester Wave: Cloud Workload Security, Q4 2019”, Forrester says “Support
For Containerization And OS-Level Protection Are Key Differentiators” and describes the capability as follows:

Centralized
Agent Framework

“With Kubernetes and Docker becoming de facto container environments mainly deployed on cloud platforms, S&R
professionals need to be sure that: 1) they scan container images pre-runtime and runtime; 2) there are controls for
any configuration drifts at the container level; and 3) they monitor network communications and system calls among
containers as well as between containers and the underlying host operating system. Other differentiators include
vendor-supplied and constantly updated best practices and compliance templates as well as agentless and agentbased container architectures.”

We’ll start with our perspective on what these capabilities entail, why they’re important, and what security and compliance
control objectives they can deliver.

What Is Containerization and Container Orchestration Platform Protection?
Containerization and container orchestration platform protection
is a set of capabilities that integrate directly into the broad set
of components that make up a containerized environment and
automatically discover, inventory, assess, monitor, and control
these components.

Secondary capabilities must include a range of protection
capabilities not only for the containers themselves but
also for the images and the runtimes, the ability to handle
massive numbers of container images and instances, and
the ability to implement shift-left strategies.

The scope of containerization and container orchestration
platform protection capabilities typically includes:

Capabilities to protect runtimes implemented as
self-operated Docker hosts are particularly important
to protect because:

•

Security for container images at-rest (stored in registries)
and in-motion (moving through CICD pipelines)

•

Security for container runtimes (e.g., Docker) running on
hosts, pre-configured clusters, container-as-a-service
(e.g., AWS Elastic Container Service or Elastic Kubernetes
Service) or runtime-as-a-service (e.g., AWS Lambda)

•

Security for container instances launched into runtimes
(e.g., Azure Container Instances)

•

Security for underlying container orchestration platforms
such as Kubernetes or Mesos

•

Security for systems that support containerized
environments, such as image registries, artifact servers,
code repositories, and Jenkins hosts

•

Security for deployments across public, hybrid, and
multi-cloud models

Copyright © 2021 Fidelis Cybersecurity®, Inc. All rights reserved.

•

All guest containers on a Docker host share that
host’s operating system kernel and often other
common components.

•

The Docker host itself contains instrumentation
with privileged access to the containers and other
infrastructure (e.g., dockerd, kubectl), so if the
Docker host itself is compromised, the entire
environment is compromised.

For now, let’s consider why containerization and container
orchestration platform protection is important and what
security and compliance use cases it can address.

www.fidelissecurity.com
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Effective container security requires tools with the same
level of speed, flexibility, and dynamic operation. This
means automation.

Preventing a security incident from
becoming viral

Similarly, a vulnerable or otherwise dangerous container image
can result in hundreds or thousands of exposed container
instances in the normal course of the image being used.
Running containers are instantiated from static images, much
like virtual machines from a virtual machine image or AWS EC2
instances from AMIs (Amazon Machine Images). But containers
can be instantiated even faster, leaving little to no opportunity for
security intervention if an image contains dangerous code or has
been subverted.
This speed means that a single bad image can expose entire
application environments to attack almost instantly. This risk is
compounded when other child container images are built on
top of a bad container image.
Given that every single configuration change to a container
creates another image, this results in a massive number of
images (container image sprawl) that could expose the broader
container environment. A large number of potentially bad
containers being accessible for instantiation combined with the
speed of their instantiation can lead to an explosion in
attackable application surface area.
Preventing a viral security incident is just one of the many
reasons why containerization and container orchestration
platform protection is important.

The key goals of DevOps are to speed up production and
improve product quality. These make containerization a
critical component of DevOps and continuous delivery,
as it helps to increase the stability and reliability of
applications and makes application management easier.
Containerization also directly supports continuous
delivery pipeline infrastructure by easily integrating into
existing processes.
Continuous delivery of infrastructure depends on
automated testing to ensure that the application and
infrastructure it runs on behaves as expected: Within
each stage, teams use quality gates to assess the quality
level of an application. These are often referred to as
gates since the tests have to run clean before the build
can progress towards production—a failure is known as
breaking the build and requires the owner of the changes
(usually a DevOps engineer) to go back and fix what
they broke.

Centralized
Agent Framework

By now, we all know how quickly someone infected with
a virus can expose a large number of other people in a
short time.

Containerization, DevOps, and continuous delivery go
hand in hand.

Scalability

Below are some of the reasons why containerization and
container orchestration platform protection are essential
capabilities to have in the security and compliance arsenal.

In a software testing context shifting left means moving
application testing and security earlier in the development
process, which is important here because shifting security
to the left is key to delivering quality software at speed—as
it drives teams to start testing earlier in the pipeline and
ultimately build security into software rather than bolting it
on at the end.

Containerization

Containerization has revolutionized application infrastructure.
Innovations in container platforms now deliver nearly
unlimited portability, dynamic capacity management, and
levels of operational automation never before possible.
These environments continue to evolve towards even greater
levels of speed, flexibility, and dynamic operation.

API-level
Connectivity

Why Containerization and Container
Orchestration Platform Protection
are Important

EBOOK

This testing, or quality gates, is the reason why continuous
delivery works well. You can focus on specific tests that will
give you the fastest feedback—and with the right tooling,
security can be made part of the build, ensuring that
vulnerabilities never make it to production.
Achieving a shift-left posture by making security testing
part of the build is a major reason why containerization
and container orchestration platform protection capabilities
are important.

Rapid DevOps feedback
With traditional security approaches, such as vulnerability
scanners, getting feedback to DevOps teams and other
system owners takes a long time (days, weeks,
even months).
Containerized environments often leverage continuous
delivery and the related automated testing described
process discussed above.

Shifting security to the left by making security
tests part of the build
Tremendous gains have been made in enabling continuous
software delivery by applying the DevOps practice of shifting left.

Copyright © 2021 Fidelis Cybersecurity®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Implementing processes for detecting early and often can
be extremely valuable because it cuts down on the potential
exponential costs of re-work and vulnerability remediation.
With the right automation, continuous delivery methods enable
reduction of exposures released into production, reduces
vulnerability windows, and cuts the overall cost of security
assurance for containerized environments.
This is a reason why containerization and container
orchestration platform protection capabilities are essential to
the effectiveness of these environments.

Prevent attacks on runtime, orchestration,
and registry layers
The end-to-end protection of containers in production is also
critical to avoiding the steep operational and reputational costs
of potential data breaches.
While there’s myopic focus on the containers themselves,
they’re just part of the equation.
Comprehensive runtime container security also requires
securing orchestration systems, which may have vulnerabilities
creating even more attack surfaces for malicious actors.
Attackers who are able to penetrate runtimes or orchestration
layers own the environments they host and/or manage.
Your entire container ecosystem is only as secure as its least
secure container, and the security of that container is at least
in part dependent on the registry from which you pulled the
original container image.
Compromise of image registries would mean that the very
source images used to build containerized applications is

Copyright © 2021 Fidelis Cybersecurity®, Inc. All rights reserved.

Use Cases for Containerization and
Container Orchestration Platform Protection
The simple ability to implement containerization and container
orchestration platform protection is a far cry from automating
a specific operational task at scale, across an environment.
In our experience working with hundreds of companies on
cloud security, the most critical question to ask may be
“What can I do with it?”
The following capabilities can address many use cases, too
many to list here. The most common use cases in which
control objectives are achieved with containerization and
container orchestration platform protection include:

Centralized
Agent Framework

Waiting until an issue gets further into the production workflow
also makes it take longer to be fixed, which means there’s
a longer vulnerability window—that is, the exposure is in
production for some period of time while it’s being fixed.
Additionally, once the software is in testing phase, reproducing
any defects on a developer’s local environment poses yet
another time-consuming task.

These components are critical to protect in addition to the
running containers themselves. Well rounded containerization
and container orchestration platform protection capabilities
are essential for ensuring that applications are protected from
attacks and exploits throughout as much of the build-shiprun
lifecycle as possible.

Scalability

Security problems are harder to fix once they’re in production.
The further they get down the development pipeline, the more
complicated and costly they are to fix. These difficulties result
in more people and more time.

compromised. Imagine what they could do by sending out
pre-compromised software.

Containerization

Reducing exposures, vulnerability windows,
and security assurance costs

API-level
Connectivity

Making security part of the build through container
orchestration platform protection capabilities creates a
real-time feedback loop for system owners that’s part of
their day-to-day workflow. Which means that security flaws
introduced by system owners will be presented to them in real
time, and they will have to fix them before moving to the next
stage. This will also result in better education and far fewer
security flaws making it to production.

EBOOK

Continuous Asset Awareness – Automated, continuous
discovery and inventory of IaaS services and resources.
You can’t do any of the things below if you don’t know the
assets exist.
Point-in-Time Security Assessment – Assessment of public
cloud account security, including the IaaS account itself and
the security of the services and assets inside the account.
Continuous Security Monitoring – Ongoing IaaS
environment monitoring to detect and evaluate how changes
and events impact your security and compliance posture.
Compliance Auditing & Monitoring – Point-in-time
evaluation of compliance posture against a range of
standards (a.k.a. pre-auditing), or continuous compliance
monitoring to surface issues as they arise instead of cleaning
up right before an audit.
Detect Indicators of Threat & Compromise – Attackers
will use cloud technology to their advantage, leaving cloud
versions of rootkits and other malicious artifacts as part of
their attacks. With the right containerization and container
orchestration platform protection automation, indicators of
these situations are quickly detected to accelerate prevention,
isolation, containment, investigation, and clean-up.
Automated Issue Remediation – Leveraging cloud provider
APIs to implement automatic remediation for exposures
and compliance flaws is extremely valuable but often
overlooked. Capturing metadata from provider APIs enables
system owners to automate the process of zeroing in on and
remediating problems, creating fully automated
remediation capabilities.

www.fidelissecurity.com
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In our experience, the capabilities should address
security for:
Container images at-rest (stored in registries), and
in-motion (moving through CICD pipelines)

Container instances launched into runtimes
Container orchestration platforms such as Kubernetes
or Mesos

Why We Believe Fidelis Halo Achieved
5 of 5 in the Containerization and Container
Orchestration Platform Protection Criterion
Our flagship solution is the Fidelis Halo cloud security
platform. Fidelis Halo addresses security for server-based,
containerized, and public cloud infrastructure environments
including public, hybrid, and multi-cloud deployments.
Fidelis Halo’s containerization and container orchestration
platform protection capabilities are included in Fidelis Halo
Container Secure™, one of the three primary services of
the Fidelis Halo platform. The capabilities of Fidelis Halo
Container Secure™ are our implementation of security and
compliance automation for containerized environments.
Fidelis Halo received the highest possible score (5 out of 5)
in this criterion.
Here’s how we built Fidelis Halo to achieve a level of
capability worthy, in our opinion, of this
independent recognition.

Key requirements that Fidelis Halo is
designed to address
In 2010, only the earliest adopters of public cloud
technologies realized just how different containerized
environments are. Then and now, some of the largest and
most sophisticated public cloud enterprises worldwide trust
Fidelis Halo’s superior container security capabilities.

Copyright © 2021 Fidelis Cybersecurity®, Inc. All rights reserved.

Scalability – The scale of cloud infrastructure typically
changes both on a short-term basis (cloudbursting
or autoscaling events) and in the long term (organic
application growth, new applications, data center
migration). Containerization and container orchestration
platform protection capabilities must be able to quickly and
automatically adapt to changes in infrastructure scale, in
terms of both functional capacity and licensing.

Centralized
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Systems supporting containerized environments, such
as image registry and artifact servers, code repositories,
and Jenkins hosts.

Portability – The majority of successful digital enterprises
use multiple IaaS and PaaS providers for availability, cost
management, and prevention of vendor lock-in. Even within
a single cloud provider, not all regions operate identically;
federal and some international service regions are good
examples. This makes portability of capabilities within
and across cloud providers critical. API compatibility, data
normalization, and common policy management are just a
few of the portability issues that are important to a
successful deployment.

Scalability

Container runtimes (e.g., Docker) running on hosts,
pre-configured clusters (e.g., AWS Elastic Container
Service or Elastic Kubernetes Service), or turnkey
container- or runtime-as-a-service (e.g., Azure Container
Instances or AWS Fargate)

Unified Cloud Security – IaaS and PaaS services don’t
exist in isolation. Modern application architectures now
combine IaaS and PaaS services with server-based and
containerization technology (some of which is delivered by
the provider themselves). Looking at components in isolation
limits context and slows analysis of the overall application
environment. This makes the unification of data and
management across various types of cloud infrastructure a
critical requirement.

Containerization

Forrester discusses and evaluates the capabilities needed
to manage information security risk in orchestrated
container environments.

API-level
Connectivity

Capabilities Needed to Manage
Information Security Risk in Orchestrated
Container Environments

EBOOK

Automation – Changes are programmatically automated in
cloud and DevOps environments. If security and compliance
functions are not equally automated, they will be quickly
outpaced by the infrastructure’s rate of change. Automation
is needed to ensure that security instrumentation is part of
the build and not something to be added later. Automation
also ensures consistency and eliminates errors, both critical
needs in highly dynamic and diverse cloud environments.
Operational Integration – As previously discussed, aligning
security and DevOps is a critical success factor that delivers
mutual benefit and a stronger overall security posture.
This requires that security functionality and intelligence are
automatically delivered to system owner workflow tools (e.g.,
Jira, Slack, Jenkins). These needs are complex, especially
in larger environments, making comprehensive REST APIs,
data routing, and other operational integrations critical.
Fidelis was guided by top cloud enterprises to build the
Fidelis Halo platform with these and similar cloud-specific
requirements in mind. Below is how Fidelis Halo implements
containerization and container orchestration platform
protection, including details on how the platform successfully
addresses these vital needs.

www.fidelissecurity.com
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How Fidelis Halo implements containerization and container orchestration platform protection
From its inception, the innovations built into the Fidelis Halo cloud security platform address the critical needs discussed
above. These innovations are recognized by 11 patents granted between 2013 and 2020 that cover various aspects of the
Fidelis Halo technology.

•

Customizable out-of-the-box policy templates for Docker
hosts and Kubernetes nodes that supporting common
security and compliance standards such as PCI DSS,
CIS Benchmarks, HIPAA, and SOC 2 / SysTrust criteria
for Docker
Deep inspection and collection of container host metadata
including raw Docker-inspect output, image source,
identification of unknown or rogue containers, etc.

•

Fast, scalable, fully automated security analytics
capabilities that include tracking of initial issue appearance,
automated detection of remediation,
and issue regressions

Detailed remediation advice for issues identified,
presentation of raw assessment data for automation
and inspection purposes, and instructions to manually
verify findings if needed

•

Bidirectional REST APIs and direct integration with
queueing services like AWS SQS to enable operational
automation and direct integration with other security
and DevOps tools

•

Operational features and integration tools to automate
deployment, configuration, issue routing, email alerting,
and bidirectional interaction with operational tools such
as Jira and Slack

•

RBAC and data access features to ensure system
owners only interact with authorized systems

Centralized
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•

•

Scalability

•

Docker host and Kubernetes nodes protecting using lowfriction, low-impact microagent (2MB in memory)—same
agent for server, Docker host, and Kubernetes node
security—all the agent features like automatic upgrade, no
listening port to attack, patented agent and communication
security, outbound-only heartbeat communication
protocol, etc.

Containerization

Below are just a few of the design decisions and features that enable Fidelis Halo’s unification, portability, scalability,
automation, and operational integration for containerization and container orchestration protection:

The list of capabilities above only addresses Fidelis Halo Container Secure, the Fidelis Halo platform service that implements
API-level connectivity and control.
An exhaustive explanation of every innovation is outside the scope of this article. However, Fidelis Halo’s innovations cover
a much broader range of cloud-related issues, including assumed-hostile running environments, multitenancy, asset cloning,
ephemeral workloads, agent security, and more.
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Scalability of Protected
Cloud Instances and
Protected Containers
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Scalability of Protected Cloud Instances and Protected Containers
In this section of our series on the Forrester Wave report, we explore two more criteria for which Fidelis Halo received the
highest scores possible, “Scalability: protected cloud instances” and “Scalability: protected containers.” We will share our
thoughts on what scalable cloud workload security means, why it’s important, and why we believe Fidelis Halo received
5 out of 5 in these two criteria.

Containerization

Enterprises want the speed and scalability offered by cloud infrastructure but often cite security and compliance as
primary inhibitors of adoption. To eliminate these inhibitors, cloud workload security solutions require the same automatic,
transparent scalability of the cloud environments they protect. Forrester punctuated this need for scalable cloud workload
security by recommending that buyers seek solutions capable of “scalable deployment of protection to a large number of
workloads without interruption.”

Scalability

Scalability becomes a key requirement for security operations as instantly scalable cloud infrastructure becomes the norm
for application hosting. Cloud environments can scale up rapidly and dramatically, which can easily overwhelm security
solutions not designed for these kinds of operations. Cloud security platforms must be able to scale in lockstep and
instantaneously secure new assets, and they must do it with zero operational overhead.
Let’s take a look at what “Scalable Cloud Workload Security” means and why it’s important.

What Scalable Cloud Workload Security is and Why it is Important

Security and compliance stakeholders must recognize two
key dimensions of scalability that cloud security solutions
must address as their enterprise clouds grow:

•

Short-term cloud scaling operations (e.g. cloudbursting,
autoscaling, microservice orchestration) require security
capabilities that can scale as rapidly as the servers,
containers, and IaaS resources they protect.

•

Long-term cloud growth as more enterprise workloads
migrate to IaaS require security capabilities that can
grow without encountering technical, operational, or
economic limitations.

Clearly there’s a need for scalable cloud workload security
solutions that can automatically adjust their scale to keep
pace with the underlying cloud infrastructure.

How scalability can challenge cloud security
and compliance
One of the great advantages of cloud infrastructure is the
ability to size infrastructure iteratively to address current and
future needs. Projects can be deployed without large upfront
costs or risky predictions, instead starting at limited scale
and adding just-in-time resources as growth dictates. As
enterprises see pockets of early success with cloud

Copyright © 2021 Fidelis Cybersecurity®, Inc. All rights reserved.

infrastructure, every business unit will want to reap
the benefits.
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Cloud computing has become the new normal for enterprises
as the benefits of IaaS are realized and scaled. Higher agility,
faster and easier deployment, and scalability are just a few
of these benefits. As cloud computing environments rapidly
scale up and down automatically, security must be equally
as scalable and automated to keep up with the rate of
change. This is an extreme requirement that cannot be
fulfilled by legacy security tools and approaches built for
a different time.

The ability to create and scale nearly instantly brings
many benefits but creates challenges for security
and compliance. Here are some of the most common
challenges that we’ve built Fidelis Halo to address.

Legacy tools can’t keep up with
technical cloud scale
The technical characteristics of cloud infrastructure are
markedly different from traditional datacenter hosting
environments. Legacy tools were built under a different
set of assumptions and premises that leaves them unable
to function well, if at all, in cloud computing environments.
Many of these challenges are directly related to scale.
For example, a single data center server is often
redeployed as multiple smaller server instances in IaaS,
core to the concept of cloud computing’s horizontal
scalability. This means there are more individual operating
systems, configurations, etc. to manage. In many cases
cloud server instances are often ephemeral and are
recycled far more frequently than traditional bare-metal
hosts or virtual machines, creating more overhead for
security tools. In addition, IP addresses change often in
cloud environments, creating ripple effects on networkcentric security tools and often breaking policies and
other IP-centric control constructs. These are all changes
that extract more processing and compute demands.
Bottom line, there’s no place in the virtualized world of
cloud computing for the hardware-based acceleration that
traditional security tools depended upon to scale.
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There are also significant operational differences between
legacy environments and cloud computing that drive the
need for scalable cloud workload security. DevOps and
continuous delivery, which go hand-in-hand with cloud
infrastructure, can create serious security and compliance
operational disruptions.

•

Automation toolchains that implement continuous
deployment amplify this new level of operational speed
and scale.

•

DevOps teams are now often very autonomous and
embedded within business units, meaning traditionally
regimented operational processes are often eschewed.

•

The rapidly expanding universe of cloud services also
drives operational challenges—the sheer number of
diverse technologies that a central security organization
must address is staggering.

•

Instrumenting cloud security components requires
direct integration into infrastructure templates and
build-time automation before security controls can even
be deployed.

Automation is the lynchpin to successful execution in these
diverse, distributed, and dynamic cloud environments.
Securing these environments also requires deep automation,
as failure to adapt security operations to these new realities
results in a dangerous inability to keep up. Success in these
new environments requires cloud workload security platforms
with the deep automation capabilities needed to enable
operational scale.

Traditional collaboration doesn’t scale
for distributed DevOps organizations
Scalability problems can come from surprising
sources—even organizational shifts. The structured,
one-to-one cooperation between centralized security and
operations teams is gone, and the new one-to-many model
can create massive scalability strain if not handled properly.

Gone are the days of sending emails, PDFs, and
spreadsheets to system owners. For scalable cloud
workload security, DevOps teams want collaboration to
happen in-line with their existing tools and processes.
Slow-moving legacy approaches to collaboration impact
their operational speed, something that’s tolerated at best
and rejected at worst. Cloud security platforms must be
designed with this reality in mind and provide methods
for InfoSec to deliver automatable data to DevOps teams
within their existing tools and workflows.

Centralized
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Cloud infrastructure is software-defined and instantly
scalable, making the volume and speed of changes
orders of magnitude greater than traditional environments.

The advent of DevOps, supplanted this regimented
machinery with many small DevOps teams, very often
reporting into distributed business units with their own
priorities. This results in central security organizations
being forced to cast a new model for communication and
collaboration without the luxury of common executive
authority. The independent nature of DevOps means that
every team can be dramatically different. That may require
InfoSec to have an individual approach for successfully
interacting with each one of them.

Scalability

•

central IT executive management, with its rules of
engagement and associated expectations well-understood.

Containerization

Cloud security operations cannot scale
without automation

API-level
Connectivity

While these and other technical scalability factors cause
legacy security tools to fail in cloud environments, they drive
the successful cloud workload protection programs that are
built on cloudpurposed solutions designed to address them.

EBOOK

With the cloud security importance and challenges in
mind, we’ll turn to sharing our thoughts on Forrester’s
assessment of the Fidelis Halo platform and our scalable
cloud workload security.

Why We Believe Fidelis Halo Received
5 out of 5 in Forrester’s Criteria for Cloud
Instance and Container Security Scalability
Fidelis Halo automates security and compliance
management for servers across public and hybrid
cloud environments.
The Fidelis Halo platform unifies security for server-based,
containerized, and IaaS/PaaS services across any mix
of public, private, hybrid, and multi-cloud deployments.
Fidelis Halo customer deployments range in scale from
a single cloud stack with a few assets to thousands of
development and production stacks with millions of assets.
Our largest scaling event involved 40,000 servers per hour.
Fidelis Halo’s transparent scalability and comprehensive
capabilities give you the ability to address rapidly emerging
cloud security needs and prevent security from impeding
progress. The fast, lightweight architecture, designed for
transparent scalability, automates temporary scale-up
operations and simplifies long-term growth.

Traditional organizations were established with a central
IT organization at their core with subunits specializing
in development, hosting operations, security, end-user
computing, and so on. This centralized structure often
resulted in well-defined, disciplined operations enforced by
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Security analytics and
orchestration environment

This allows teams to implement frictionless security
by enabling security, IT, and DevOps to integrate and
automate security into DevOps processes and continuous
deployment pipelines while fostering collaboration between
InfoSec and development or DevOps.

Autoscaling microservices

Patented command and control model
Fidelis Halo monitors millions of cloud resources
simultaneously using this patented command-and-control
model. Fidelis Halo automates many recurring and ad-hoc
security operational tasks.

Automated deployment and workflows are
required for scalable cloud workload security
Fidelis Halo’s comprehensive automation builds security
into the continuous deployment pipelines and automates
workflows between security and development—critical for
scalable cloud workload security.
Fidelis Halo microagents and API connectors are designed
for quick and easy deployment using existing automation
tools. Fidelis Halo microagents transparently support server
autoscaling (a.k.a. cloudbursting), cloning, and migration
between environments, and thus can support scalable cloud
workload security.
Integration with existing automation tools is accomplished
through the Fidelis Halo REST API, recognized as the
industry’s most complete fully bi-directional API. Through
the API, Fidelis Halo is able to fully integrate with leading
infrastructure automation tools for easy implementation and
automated operation.
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Another important aspect of scalable cloud workload
security is how the security controls themselves support
scalability. Fidelis Halo unifies a broad range of security
controls across servers, containers, and public cloud
infrastructure. Fidelis Halo provides more than 150
security policies with thousands of rules to cover various
asset types, operating systems, common applications,
and security best practices. These policies are assigned
to groups, and when new assets within that group come
online, they are automatically assessed based on the
assigned policies, with no manual intervention.
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Telemetry and scan payloads are processed by highly
efficient, purpose-built, autoscaling microservices. Based
on user configurations, Fidelis Halo’s security microservices
take actions such as generating scan findings, analyzing
cloud security events, executing REST API commands,
or triggering other security automation microservices to
generate and deliver intelligence, orchestrate distributed
control and policy updates, perform situationally-specific
interrogation of assets cloud-wide, and more.

Automatic application of policy controls

Scalability

The core of the Fidelis Halo platform is the Fidelis Halo
cloud, a security analytics and orchestration environment
that performs security analysis, control orchestration,
and compliance monitoring for millions of cloud assets
simultaneously. The Fidelis Halo cloud receives continuous
telemetry, state, and event data from lightweight microagents
and API connectors deployed across the user’s
cloud environments.

Containerization

The API can use data from Fidelis Halo to open a ticket
in ticketing tools such as Jira or ServiceNow, export data
to common SIEMs, and create an Ansible playbook to
remediate vulnerable packages.

API-level
Connectivity

The Fidelis Halo platform’s architecture combines autoscaling microservices, batch processing, streaming data
analytics, SQL and NoSQL data stores, and cloud object
storage, and is hosted 100% in public IaaS.

Autoscaling and cloud-bursting support
Fidelis Halo automatically deploys, configures, inventories,
interrogates, assesses, and initiates monitoring of new
servers and containers without user intervention, for
server cloning and autoscaling. Fidelis Halo:

•

Handles cloud-bursting and autoscaling events by
automatically detecting and instrumenting, monitoring,
and protecting new cloud assets as they come online

•

Retains information on ephemeral workloads as you
scale back down for assets that were not long-lived

Scalable licensing model
Fidelis Halo offers a subscription model that aligns with
the subscription models of cloud security providers. The
Fidelis Halo licensing model is designed for dynamic cloud
environments so that you pay for only what you need; it is:

•

Consumption-based with complete user flexibility in
license allocation

•

Based on cloud assets protected to make budget
forecasting predictable

•

On-demand when needed, with license bursting
to address temporary infrastructure scale-up
events transparently
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Scalable Cloud Workload Security Conclusion

Containerization

In summary, we believe Fidelis Halo received the highest
scores possible in both the “Scalability: protected cloud
instances” and “Scalability: protected containers” criteria in the
“Forrester Wave: Cloud Workload Security, Q4 2019” report
because the capabilities described above, when combined
into one unified platform, support the following common
characteristics of cloud adoption.

Organic application growth
The cloud infrastructure for a new application typically
starts small and grows, often very quickly.
With Fidelis Halo:

•

As asset count grows and new application functionality
is developed and deployed, every asset is
automatically secured.

•

Security and compliance can grow along with organic
application growth, easily and without disruption.

Centralized
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DevOps teams can acquire only the infrastructure they
need to get started, then grow their environment as
application demand mounts.

Scalability

•

Viral cloud adoption
When larger enterprises see initial success with cloud
computing, adoption will go viral as more business units will
want to migrate or build greenfield applications to reap the
benefits of the cloud.
With Fidelis Halo:

•

Security teams will not have to worry about the number of
cloud environments or autonomous DevOps teams because
Fidelis Halo can automate instrumenting them for security.

•

Security teams can handle dramatic environment growth
and organizational shift.

Autoscaling applications
One of the core benefits of cloud-based application
infrastructure is the ability for application components
to autoscale, but with autoscaling, the number of infrastructure
assets in an application environment can multiply many
times over.
With Fidelis Halo:

•

Autoscaling won’t require any manual effort to scale security
tools in concert with the underlying environment.

•

Securing all assets associated with autoscaling events is
transparent and automated.
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Cloud Security Requires a New Approach to Proven Strategies
The criterion of “Centralized agent framework plans” was placed in the “Strategy” section of the Forrester Wave: Cloud
Workload Security, Q419 report. Considering only one vendor had anything substantial for this critical requirement, it only
seems fair. And that one vendor—Fidelis CloudPassage—had implemented this future strategy requirement years ago.

Here’s why we believe Fidelis Halo scored 5.0 out of 5.0 in the Centralized Agent Framework Plans criterion:

Fidelis Halo has always been a
centralized framework

Many of our competitors require you to keep up with a
complex, often-changing matrix of agents that map to
operating systems and patch levels. With Fidelis Halo, you
choose one of two microagents: Windows, or Linux. These
microagents are updated approximately once per year, and
Fidelis Halo can auto-update them across your environment.
That means you can make the Fidelis Halo microagent part
of your gold standard for provisioning, and know that security
will always be installed as part of the build and kept up to
date without additional operational overhead.

Fidelis Halo is flexible and scalable
Due to its elegant design, the Fidelis Halo microagent
can be deployed on server-based, containerized, and
bare-metal environments. That means unified security that
spans your public, hybrid, and multi-cloud infrastructure. And
with automated Fidelis Halo microagent installation, your
security solution scales in step with your cloud architecture
as it grows and changes.

Fidelis Halo is made for the cloud
Traditional security platforms can’t keep up with the
ephemeral nature of cloud computing. Fidelis Halo isn’t
a legacy product trying to retrofit—it was born in the
cloud, made to unify security across public, hybrid, and
multi-cloud environments, and proven in the industry
as best-in-class cloud security.

Learn More About Fidelis Halo
Register for a Fidelis Halo free trial
www.cloudpassage.com/cloudpassage-halo-free-trial/
Check out the Fidelis Halo REST API:
https://api-doc.cloudpassage.com/help
See what’s in the Fidelis Halo Toolbox:
https://cloudpassage.github.io/halo-toolbox/
Browse the Python SDK for Fidelis Halo:
https://github.com/cloudpassage/cloudpassage-halopython-sdk

About Fidelis Cybersecurity
Fidelis Cybersecurity, the industry innovator in proactive cyber defense solutions, safeguards modern IT environments with unparalleled
detection, deception, response, cloud security, and compliance capabilities. We offer full visibility across hybrid environments via deep,
dynamic visibility and asset discovery, multi-faceted context and risk assessment. These features help minimize attackable surface
areas, automate exposure prevention, threat detection, and incident response, and provide the context, accuracy, speed, and portability
security professionals need to find and neutralize adversaries earlier in the attack lifecycle. With Fidelis, organizations emerge stronger
and more secure. Fidelis is trusted by many top commercial, enterprise, and government agencies worldwide. For more information,
please visit www.fidelissecurity.com
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Agent Framework

There are no complex agent matrices

We’ve been granted 11 patents for our singularly unique
agent architecture, and we are continually innovating on
top of our battle-tested and industry-proven centralized
agent framework.

Scalability

Fidelis Halo’s microagents take an unconventional approach
to security analytics by employing a commandand-control
architecture. The Fidelis Halo microagents take instruction
from the Fidelis Halo Cloud—our centralized framework—
conduct scans and report back to the Fidelis Halo Cloud. Our
Fidelis Halo Cloud centralized framework does the bulk of the
processing in the cloud, and the result is a microagent that
takes minimal space, won’t impact processing, and doesn’t
inflate your cloud budget.

Fidelis Halo goes beyond
unique—it’s patented

Containerization

From the start, Fidelis Halo delivered a superior agent architecture with a minimal footprint and slim resource requirements.
Our centralized agent framework allowed for a simplified, lightweight microagent design, and has been foundational to
Fidelis Halo, and has been in the product since its inception.
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The Centralized Agent Framework

